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Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine (LSTM) is the world’s
oldest institution dedicated to research and postgraduate
teaching in the field of tropical medicine. It has been
training leaders in global health since 1898 and today works
collaboratively in over 70 countries to fulfill LSTM’s mission of
improving the health of the world’s poorest people.
Based in Liverpool in the UK, the I.T. department support
research activities in Africa and around the world. As demand
for data volumes and resulting storage costs continued to grow,
LSTM began looking for a more affordable storage solution.
After consulting with the expert team at COOLSPIRiT who
introduced Komprise data management software to assess its
storage infrastructure, LSTM determined it could reduce its
costs by offloading data from its expensive NetApp NAS system
to Cloudian HyperStore.
HyperStore delivers limitlessly scalable object storage with the
industry’s most advanced S3 compatibility, geo-distribution
for easily managing storage across multiple sites and a range
of other data management features—all at up to 70% less cost
than traditional storage offerings.

“For our long-term data management/hybrid
cloud strategy, we wanted a solution that was
scalable and can compete with increased data
demands. With Cloudian, we no longer have to
worry about our storage system impacting on our
researchers ability to collect and analyse data.”
David Rooke
Head of IT Services, at LSTM
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About Cloudian
Cloudian is the most widely deployed
independent provider of object storage
systems, with the industry’s most advanced
S3 compatibility and an extensive partnership
ecosystem. Its award-winning flagship
solution, HyperStore, provides limitless
scalability and cloud-like technology,
flexibility and economics in the data center.
Cloudian’s global data fabric architecture
enables enterprises to store, find and protect
object and file data seamlessly across sites,
both on-premises and in public clouds, within
a single, unified platform.

About Komprise
Komprise analyzes, moves and manages data
across your storage to give instant savings of
70%+ without any disruption.Plan storage
capacity, identify and transparently archive
cold data, create a low-cost DR copy, migrate
data and shrink backups with Komprise. The
modern architecture uses no storage agents,
no static stubs, and no changes to the hot
data or metadata paths. Komprise creates no
storage lock-in, has no scaling limits, requires
no dedicated hardware, and is priced at a
fraction of the alternatives.

About COOLSPIRiT
COOLSPIRiT have been providing data
management solutions and business critical
infrastructure for over 20 years. We are
dedicated to the performance, protection and
preservation of enterprise data and we take
the time to listen to our customers and find
out about their businesses. Only then can
we solve their problems with solutions that
employ the very latest technology.

